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THE DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATION ACTIVITIES IN BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION BY SAVING HEATING RESOURCES
B. Melnikas, A. JakubaviCius, R. Strazdas
1. Introduction

Imvortance o f the vroblem. Building is one of the
important branches of economy that predetermines to
a great extent the economic, social and technological
development of the country.
The quantity and quality of products created in
construction and their economic parameters influence
largely the possibilities to achieve a certain level of
social life and of modern material production and
services: building construction products are an essential factor effecting the level of costs in all spheres of
public economic life.
The development of building sector is directly related to the possibilities to effectively use and save
heating resources.
Construction plays an especially important role in
the present period of economic development in
Lithuania. This is related to the following circumstances.
the major part of buildings and structures existing in Lithuania as to their level of quality are not
adequate to the modern conditions (of special mention should be the inadequacy of the requirements that
are related to the use and saving of energy resources):
modernization of buildings and structures and their
adaptation to modern requirements are directly related to the increasing volumes of building work (including repairing), understanding that these works
must be oriented towards the provision of a new quality (as a matter of fact, modernization and adaptation
of buildings and structures to the modern requirements first of all concern heat saving);

construction of new modem buildings and
structures has been increasing and should increase in
the future still more, its growth is predetermined by

gradual distribution and implementation of new social
lifestyle standards and new standards in the sphere of
production and services; the distribution and implementation of new norms and standards is related to
the processes of Lithuania's integration into the European Union and global markets;
the growth of building in Lithuania is closely
linked with the development of innovations; it is of special importance for construction enterprises, the compatibility of which under a free market conditions is
predetermined primarily by their ability to integrate
into the formation and spreading of innovations: every
enterprise must act as the generator, propagator, successor of innovations (most building enterprises must
manifest themselves as generators of innovations
namely in the sphere of heat saving).
The efforts to develop the innovation activities in
building enterprises predetermine the necessity to
solve a number of theoretical and practical problems; in
this respect the following should be distinguished:
specification of such trends in building the
development of which requires essential innovations;
identification of such organizational forms,
on the basis of which the development of innovation
activities in building would be especially effective;
targeting of possibilities for the development
of innovation activities on the basis of the development of consultancy services.
The specified problems require to carry out a
number of studies, including saving the heating resources. Material and results of such research are
given in detail.
The obiective o f research. Searching for ways to
develop the innovation activities in building, including
the sphere of saving the heat resources, it is necessary

to develop a special system of institutions directly involved in performing the innovation activities, oriented to
the work under market conditions and able to implement
effective technologies for the use of heat, other measures
for heat saving. The formation of such system requires
the creation of appropriate managerial-organizational
models and the evaluation of the possibilities of their
implementation.
Thus the formation of the system of institutions
involved in the innovation activities and the evaluation
of the possibilities of its organization is perceived as an
objective of study devoted to the problems of innovation activities in building.
This goal requires the solution of the following
tasks:
• identification of the innovation priorities as
the subject of study;
• formation of the innovation activity organizational model;
• evaluation of the possibilities for the integration of consultancy activities into the innovation process.

Methods of research. The striving to achieve the
goal specified is related to the application of various
methods of research. Among these, the following
should be distinguished:
• analysis of the tendencies in Lithuanian social
and economic development and its modernization;
• comparative analysis, oriented to evaluating
the efficiency of various types of innovation activity
organization models.
2. Research Results

Innovation priorities as the object of research. At
present there are over 10,000 enterprises in Lithuania
that are involved in building or related activities. Small
and medium scale enterprises prevail among them:
their characteristic feature is that up to 50 workers
constantly work in each of them, and the income per
year from building and repairing works performed
constitute approximately from 0.5 to 2-3 million Litas.
Certain priorities are characteristic of these enterprises, expressing both the general problems of innovations in building and specific problems, which
could also embrace topical issues of innovations connected with heat saving

Among priorities of the need for innovations in
the general case the following may be mentioned:
1. The need for management innovations that are
predetermined due to:
• in many enterprises analytic work, oriented to
prospective market research, formation of the concepts for developing enterprises and strategic planning, is not organized and constantly performed;
• no clear distribution of functions exists, delegation and powers of some managers are defined in a
very stream-lined manner, certain rather important
innovation management and administration functions
are not in general attributed to the members of the
managerial team;
• many management functions, including the
implementation of innovations, in fact are attributed
to the first manager who is unable in reality to embrace rather extensive range of management and administration problems; as a result of centralization of
managerial functions at the level of the first manager,
many important issues are not solved or solved in a
delayed and not constructive manner;
• structures and units which would focus on the
work concerning scientific and technical progress as
well as quality management do not function in fact;
• many issues are solved without serious legal,
information and management preparation;
• some enterprises lack comprehensive accounting system which could be formed on the basis of
the standards applied in the Western countries; for
that reason accounting frequently is not precise.
2. Production-technological innovation needs that
are predetermined due to:
• labour organization often does not comply
and even contradict to the technological process logic;
• outdated methods are often used in building:
as a result, the production process is not properly prepared, the usage of time and material is ineffective, no
necessary level of quality is ensured;
• no long-term technical development, technological and production improvement concept exists
at the enterprises.
3. The needs for economic (especially financial activities) innovations that are predetermined due to the
fact that funds intended for investments are not used
effectively.
4. The needs for innovations concerning personnel that are predetermined due to:
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heads of enterprises in terms of their qualifications very often are unable to adopt and implement
constructive decisions, which could stabilize the situation at the enterprise and ensure its effective functioning in the future;
personnel education, qualification improvement and certification are not solved in essence, often
any concept on this approach does not exist at enterprises;
the personnel frequently are selected acording to subjective criteria.
The situation with the given features specifies, in
essence, the priorities in the area of innovations. The
need for the given innovations and the possibilities of
their satisfaction are understood as the priority object
of research on innovation activities in building.
No doubt, this object also accumulates heat saving
problems.
It should also be noted that the development of
building innovations in Lithuania under the existing
conditions are related to some specificpnbrities:
1. Priorities, expressing Lithuania's orientation
towards the integration into the European Union; they
include innovations in the following areas:
the implementation of European norms and
standards at all the stages of a building product (designing, production of building structures and parts,
construction works, preparation of the created objects
for maintenance). By the way, these norms and standards are directly related to the innovations in saving
heating resources;
the application of information technologies;
the improvement of the system of the legal
provision of building;
the development of international contacts:
one of the priority objectives in the development of
such contacts is to ensure the economical efficiency of
buildings and structures.
2. Priorities expressing orientation of innovations
towards the implementation of new architectural forms
and urban decisions related to spreading new social
provisions and values; these priorities embrace such
areas as:
spreading unique architectural and urban decisions, expressing the diversity of styles, forms and
architectural aesthetics;

rapid renovation of buildings and structures
as well as architectural ensembles and complexes,
adapting their qualitative characteristics in terms of
new requirements.
3. Priorities expressing building innovations oriented to ecological and economical requirements;
these priorities embrace such areas as:
effective use of energy in the production of
building materials and structures as well as in construction works;
designing and construction of economical
buildings and structures in terms of energy;
use of ecological building materials and
structures.
Organizational model of innovation activities. The
stimulation of innovation activities in the following
directions would be of special importance for an effective solution of the given problems:
1. Creation and extensive application of innovation
activity management methods.
2. Quality improvement of the works performed
and services rendered on the basis of innovations.
3. Work efficiency increase on the basis of imovations.
4. Work cost reduction on the basis of innovations.
5. Personnel qualification improvement.
6. Distribution of information (information on new
machinery, technology, materials, etc).
Due to the insufficiency of the available potential,
small and medium scale enterprises prevailing in the
entrepreneurship of building cannot carry out effectively the innovation activities which are directed towards the solution of the specified problems. Therefore it would be reasonable for building enterprises to
delegate part of their functions and potential, related
to the development of innovation activities, on the
basis of cooperation to the establishment and maintenance of regional building innovation development centres. The activities of such centres should integrate
Lithuania's scientific and financial potential as well as
the production potential operating in the sphere of
building.
As a matter of fact, the establishment and maintenance of the regional construction innovation development centres should be oriented to the solution of
the problems which are related to heat saving.

2. At the microeconomic level:

RESEARCH AND
STUDY INSTITUTIONS

FUNDS,
BANKS

BUILDING
INNOVATION
DEVELOPMENT
CENTRES

CONSULTING
COMPANIES

BUILDING
COMPANIES

Fig 1. The system of the communication between building
innovation development centres (macrolevel)

The building innovation development centres
should be the constantly operating units whose basic
trends of activity would be:
1. Creation of innovations (research work)
2. Application of innovations
3. Financing of innovations
4. Implementation of innovations
5. Transferring of innovations
6. Personnel training

INNOVATION CENTRES

•

Marketresearch

•

Business planning

•

Analysis and improvement of organizational
structure

•

Financial analysis

•

Search for partners for innovation activities

• Personnel training
Such centres would make it possible to strengthen
relations between research and production.
It has been noticed that currently in Lithuania,
unfortunately, there is no such system which would
join research and practice in the sphere of building
innovations. When forming such a complex system it is
necessary to take into account the main principles ensuring its purposefulness, complexity, efficiency, optimality and flexibility.
Purposefulness is understood as the uniformity of
the provisions of the formulation and implementation
of objectives of the creation and functioning of the
system. The main objective is the acceleration of innovation activities, really solving urgent social, economic
and technological problems, including those related to
heat saving. With the orientation towards this main
goal the following tasks should be solved:
• obtaining new knowledge based on fundamental research;

JNNOV AT!ON ACTIVITIES

Fig 2. Trends of activities of the building innovation development centres

The following functions should be delegated to
the building innovation development centres by
building enterprises:
1. At the macroeconomic level:
•

Macroeconomic analysis of the building development tendencies

•

Building market research, data collection and
processing

•

Research of the possibilities for the development of entrepreneurship in building
Research of the possibilities for the development of innovations

•

• urgent materialization of fundamental research results (new equipment, technology, labour
organization and management forms) in practice.
Complexity is understood as an interrelated use of
all technical, organizational, economic and informative
relationship of science and production, covering all the
stages of the innovation product lifecycle (including
fundamental research and product consumption stages
and all the participants of innovation activities). Innovation activity organization work must be specified
according to the executors, resources and terms of
implementation. Complexity must also ensure the
continuity of the system, its longevity and rational relations.
Efficiency of the science and production communication system is understood as all-rounded rising of
labour efficiency and quality improvement. Final goal
of such integration is the rise of production economic
efficiency (embracing also problems of heat saving).
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Optimal functionality expresses the efficiency of
The development of business consultancy as the esthe system as high as possible. Innovation centres in sential condition to promote the innovation processes.
terms of organizational structures must be such as to Consultancy activities when promoting innovation
ensure close contacts between various links of reseach processes may be considered in two aspects:
and practice.
- the importance of consultancy activities in terms
Flexibility of the reseach and production communi- of the creation of innovations;
cation system expresses the susceptibility, quick adap- the importance of consultancy activities in
tation to new innovation activity conditions, the im- transferring the innovation knowledge.
plementation of the advanced goals and solution of
Research conducted by the European Commistasks.
sion in 1997 in the sphere of creation and implemenThe activities of building innovation development tation of innovations shows that at present the weak
centres must be organized by the principle of pro- link as regards the development of innovations is not
gramming. For example, the personnel for implemen- t~e creation of new innovations, but the adaptation of
tation of separate innovation projects should be the existing innovations to the entrepreneurship. The
formed of the personnel of the enterprises concerned, heart of the matter is that enterprises in the European
selecting necessary employees, with appropriate skills. Union countries use and implement seldom innovations in their business: many experts in this area agree
This provision directly concerns heat saving.
Cooperation of the organizations concerned with such a conclusion made by research. The most
should be based on such a scheme: identification of vivid example is the statement made by Sean McCarthe need - delegation of functions - definition of the thy, the Chairman of the Board of the Irish National
objective - formation of the agreement - creation of Innovation Programme:
"Cu"ently there is no lack in terms of the results of
the work programme - creation and implementation of
the research performed. However, to transform academic
the self-budgeting mechanism.
The presented innovation activity systematic or- research to the marketable products may be difficult due
ganizational model would be good for implementing to the fact that needs of scientists and businessmen practhe innovation processes both at macro- and microlev- tically are diametrically opposite. Scientists strive to publish their research and gain recognition, and businessmen
els, including the solution of heat saving problems.
When implementing innovations at a microlevel, are concerned with commercial superiority and reliabilan innovation activity organizational model may be ity." [2]
transformed and adapted by transferring the functions
of the innovation development to consultancy firms.
llUILDING
INNOVATION
DEVELOPMENT
CENTRES

OTHER
BUILDING
COMPANIES

CONSULTING
COMPANY

CONSULTING
COMPANIES

llUILDING
COMPANY

Fig 3. The building innovation development centre commu-

Fig 4. Inadequacy of knowledge obtained by scientists and

nication system (microlevel)

knowledge necessary to be applied in entrepreneurship
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The inadequacy of knowledge obtained by scientists and knowledge necessary to be applied in entrepreneurship is shown schematically.
Lithuanian building enterprises are faced with
problems, related not only to the application of innovation knowledge received by scientists, but also with
the problems concerning the adaptation of the already
used innovations of building companies of the developed countries to the conditions of Lithuania. To solve
these problems additional applied research is necessary that is oriented to a specific enterprise and the
situation. Otherwise, the additional knowledge of the
object is necessary. The importance of consultants in
this process of knowledge is that they perform the
following functions:
• define what innovation knowledge received
during a research may be applied to a specific building
enterprise of Lithuania;
• define what innovations used by building enterprises of other countries may be adapted to the
conditions of Lithuania;
• carry out research and receive additional
knowledge that innovation knowledge obtained during
research and used by building enterprises of other
countries could be used at a particular enterprise of
Lithuania.
The role of Consultancy activities when receiving
additional knowledge which are necessary for using an
innovation at a specific enterprise is very important.
Having in mind that small building enterprises dominate in Lithuania which have no sufficient internal
potential for carrying out additional research, the participation of consultants is one of the main conditions
for developing the innovation activities in Lithuania.
This provision is very urgent especially in heat saving
problems.
For the development of the innovation activities
in Lithuania, of importance is not only the creation of
innovations and their adaptation to the conditions of
Lithuania, but also the implementation of the innovations that have already been applied in the developed
countries. In most cases, study and educational institutions distinguish themselves as active propagators of
building innovations; unfortunately, it is not possible
to miss certain narrowness of these institutions in
spreading innovations.

Transference of
knowledge

Fig 5. Scheme for transference-spreading of innovations with
the participation of study and educational institutions

The narrowness of study and educational institutions when transferring innovation knowledge to construction enterprises manifests itself by the fact that
such innovation transference is indirect and Lasts Long.
Quite a long period of time must pass until the building enterprises adopt knowledge provided by scientific
institutions and use them. The main causes are:
• future employees, studying or learning at institutions, are not managers of building enterprises so
far. Most often they cannot take decisions on important business management issues;
• no feedback from building enterprises to a
study and educational institution, therefore innovations can be differently or not fully understood;
• innovation knowledge may be rejected, since
educational institutions transfer it without evaluating
specific conditions of a certain building enterprise;
• innovation knowledge may be rejected when
facing natural oppositions to novelties and the absence
of experience in their implementation.
Transference of
knowledge

Feedback
Fig 6. The scheme for transference of innovations using consultants
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The consultant transfers innovations spontaneously to the enterprise, directly contacting the managers of the enterprise, constantly receiving feedback. In
addition, the consultant most frequently is the specialist for implementing innovations, who assists in the
practical implementation of the transferred innovations.
Advantages of the consultancy process in transferring innovations to construction enterprises are as
follows:
e
innovations are transferred directly to the
managers of a building enterprise;
the innovations transferred are adopted by a
spec$c construction enterprise, and not by a building
enterprise in general, therefore they are more attractive and more easily accepted;
innovation knowledge are transferred together with the implementation mechanisms, therefore they are more rapidly implemented and not rejected at the stage of implementation;
there is a feedback which makes it possible to
observe and correct the implementation of innovations, taking into consideration the situation formed.
At present an obstacle is observed in Lithuania
which does not allow to use actively consultants for
implementing the innovations in the building sphere,
a conditionall~high price for consultanc~
services. One of the main ways of reducing prices for
consultancy is the establishment of the network of specialized building innovation centres. By the way, a very
prospective trend of specialization is heat saving in
building.

specialized innovation spreading centres. Such centres
would embrace the stages of creation of building innovations, their transfer, implementation at building enterprises. The coordination of innovation activities
should be carried out by a specialized building innovation development institution.
A very prospective and important area of specialization of building innovation spreading centres is heat
saving: the system of building innovation spreading
centres should also include units involved in the comprehensive solving of heat saving problems.
The solution of heat saving problems is also related to the development of consultancy activities: the
development of consultancy is the essential condition
for promotion of innovation processes at Lithuanian
building enterprises.
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INOVACINES VEIKLOS STATYBOJE PLETOJIMAS
TAUPANT SILUMOSISTEKL~~S
B. Melnikas, A. Jakubavirius, R. Strazdas

3. Conclusions

The development of innovation activities in the
sphere of building is an important condition for further economic, social, and technological development
of the country, therefore the promotion of innovations
is considered as a priority problem of building management improvement. Promotion of innovations is
especially important as regards heat saving.
Most building enterprises of Lithuania are neither
strong nor ready to effect the innovation activities.
One way of the development of innovation activities at
building enterprises is the creation of a network of

Santrauka
Statyba yra viena svarbiausiy iikio Saky, daugiausia lemianCiy Salies ekonomini, socialini, technologini vystyrnq.
Statyboje sukurty produkty kiekis, kokybe bei jy ekonominiai pararnetrai smarkiai veikia galimybes pasiekti tam
tikrq socialinio gyvenimo kokybes bei materialines garnybos
ir paslaugy modernumo lygi: statybos produkcija reEkiasi
kaip esminis veiksnys, darantis jtakq kaStq lygiui visose
visuomenes ekonominio gyvenimo grandyse bei ribojantis
ekonomines galimybes pletoti socialine sferq bei materialinq
veiklq daugelyje visuomenk raidos sriEiy.
Statybos raida yra tiesiogiai sietina su galimybemis
efektyviai naudoti ir taupyti Silumos Eteklius: biitent statyboje kuriamy projekty parametrai daug lemia ekonomines
veiklos efektyvumq energetiniy, tarp jy Silumos Stekliy naudojimo prasme.

Ieskant biidq pletoti inovacin~ veikl~ statyboje, taip pat
silumos istekliq taupymo srityje, biitina suformuoti specializuot~, inovacinC< veikl~ betarpiskai vykdanCiq institucijq sistern~, orientuot~ i darb~ rinkos konkurencijos s!!lygomis bei
pajegi~ igyvendinti efektyvias silumos naudojimo technologijas, kitas silumos taupymo priemones. Suformavus
toki~ sistem~ reikia sukurti atitinkamus vadybinius organizacinius modelius bei jvertinti jq realizavimo galimybes.
Inovacines veiklos aktyvinimas statyboje turetq pletotis
siomis kryptimis:
1. Inovatyviq veiklos valdymo metodq kiirimas ir platus
taikymas.
2. Atliekamq darbq ir teikiamq paslaugq kokybes kelimas
inovacijq pagrindu.
3. Darbo nailumo didinimas inovacijq pagrindu.
4. Darbq savikainos maiinimas inovacijq pagrindu.
5. Personalo kvalifikacijos tobulinimas.
6. Informacijos paskleidimas (informacija apie nauj~
technik(!, technologij~, medZiagas ir t.t.).
Del turimo potencialo nepakankamumo statybos versle
vyraujancios smulkios ir vidutines jmones negali sekmingai ir
efektyviai vykdyti inovacinC< veikl~, sprendzianCi~ iSkylancias
problemas. Todel tikslinga biitq statybos jmonems deleguoti
dalj savo funkcijq bei potencialo, sietino su inovacines veiklos pletojimu, kooperavimosi pagrindu steigiant ir palaikant
regioninius statybos inovacijq pletros centrus. l kiekvien'l
tokio statybos inovacijq pletros centro veikl~ turetq biiti integruotas Lietuvos mokslinis ir finansinis potencialas bei
gamybinis potencialas, veikiantis statybos sferoje.
Beje, tokiq statybos inovacijq p!etros centrq steigimas ir
raida turetq biiti orientuota i sprendim~ tq problemq, kurios
yra sietinos su silumos taupymu.
Apibendrinant atliktus tyrimus galima padaryti tokias
isvadas:
- inovacines veiklos statybos sferoje pletojimas yra
svarbi S<!lyga tolesniam salies ekonominiam, socialiniam,
technologiniam vystymuisi, todd inovacijq skatinimas yra

laikytinas prioritetine statybos valdymo tobulinimo problema. Inovacijq skatinimas yra ypac reikSmingas silumos
taupymo poziiiriu;
- dauguma Lietuvos statybos jmoniq nera pajegios ir
nepasirengusios vykdyti inovacin~ veikl~. Vienas iS inovacines veiklos pletojimo statybos jmonese biidq yra specializuotq inovacijas skleid:lianciq centrq tinklo kiirimas. Tokie
centrai savo veikla turetq apimti statybos inovacijq kiirimo,
perdavimo, diegimo statybos jmonese etapus. Inovacin~
veikl'l turetq koordinuoti specializuota statybos inovacijq
pletros institucija;
- labai perspektyvi ir svarbi statybos inovacijas skleidzianCiq centrq specializacijos sritis - silumos taupymas:
inovacijq pletros centrq tinklo sistemoje turetq biiti silumos
taupymo problemas kompleksiSkai sprend:lianciq padaliniq;
- silumos taupymo problemq sprendimas yra sietinas ir
su konsultacines veiklos pletojimu: konsultavimo pletojimas
statyboje yra esmine S'!lyga skatinti inovacijq procesus Lietuvos statybos jmonese.
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